
THE ART OF THE THESIS STATEMENT 

Thesis Statement Examples 
 

Informative: “There are many ways to treat childhood obesity, including vari-
ous physiological, psychiatric, and physical treatments.” 
Historical: “Society’s views on childhood obesity have changed over the years, 
from outright ignorance at the turn of the twentieth century to greater under-
standing with the advent of modern medicine.” 
Biographical: “So and so’s struggles with childhood obesity are well noted as 
well as his many attempts at overcoming them. This paper will explore so and 
so’s early struggles with obesity and how he eventually overcame them.” 
Compare/Contrast: “Compared to autism, childhood obesity is a bigger prob-
lem facing America’s youth today because it’s more predominant, and thus, 
costs more to treat effectively.” 
Cause/Effect: “Research suggests that childhood obesity has long-term ef-
fects, because it affects a child’s physical health, emotional well being, and 
social interactions.” 
Persuasive:  “Research suggests that parents with children who are obese 
should face serious consequences because it affects a child’s physical health, 
emotional well being, and social interactions.”   
Argumentative: “Research suggests the most significant long-term conse-
quences for children living with obesity are the increased risk of medical com-

plications, delayed social development, and the potential for a diminished as-
sessment of self-worth and esteem.” 

 

 

 

Thesis Statements &  
Organization 

Title page 
Intro (thesis as last sentence) 
Point #1 (few pages) 
Point #2 (few pages) 
Point #3 (few pages) 
Conclusion (thesis & summary) 

General 

Thesis Statement  

Suggestions 
 

It’s usually a single sentence 

 

It could contain a statement of methodology, like 

 ‘Research shows’ or ‘Studies indicate’ 

 

It should focus on a single assertion 

 

It must contain a clear and adequate preview of the main 

points of support for the primary assertion 

 

 

There are many different ways to write a paper, but one thing that every good writer does is think about the type of writing they are do-
ing.  Genre matters. You might be asking yourself what type of writing is expected in this particular assignment? There are many different genres 
or types of writing, like informative and historical genres, or the business report, but for most college-level expository writing you will need a 
thesis statement (in a single sentence) that contains a debatable or argumentative assertion and a clear preview of the main points of support for 
that assertion. The Writing Center Mentors want to hear from you. We’d like to collaborate with you to help you make sure you’ve got an 
effective thesis statement before you dive head-first into your research!  

Writing Center Mentor Contact Info 

writing.center@briarcliff.edu 

712-279-5520 
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bcuwritingcenter.wordpress.com 
 

We’re available for assistance on Monday-

Friday and on Sundays.  

Contact us for an appointment. 


